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Questions

1  Please identify any issues with the proposed definition as set out in chapter 4, and how to resolve them.

Question 1:

1) Effort should be made to harmonise the definition of a STL with other countries, especially the EC where it would be possible to do so without diluting the

robustness of the Scottish legislation.

2) The definition should in certain circumstances extend to provision of short term accommodation for no charge, eg. allowing a friend to stay for more than 28

days might be OK, but "free" or accommodation in exchange with total strangers booked on a platform or via social media should definitely be covered.

3) It absolutely must be that ANY form of short term letting will require a licence

and that a licence can only be granted if planning consent has been granted, or where the planning authority has stated in writing that consent is not required e.g.

in the case of a single room STL within a home.

4) Student accommodation used as STL during holiday periods, e.g. Edinburgh Festival;

Sorry but just because it is already an HMO or or has other official blessing to be potentially a bad neighbour, should NOT exempt it from ANY of the proposed

STL regulations. e.g. in a purpose built student accommodation block may meet the regulations, whereas a flat in a tenement having a common entrance must

NOT qualify and should NOT be granted Planning consent.

4) Clear definition required of when permitted 'home sharing' becomes 'business use' requiring planning consent. We suggest that operating TWO or more rooms

in a home as STLs be considered 'business use' and potentially require planning change of use.

5) Edinburgh Old Town Community Council fully agree and support the comments and list of potential loopholes identified by PLACE

2  Please identify any issues with the proposed control area regulations as set out in chapter 5, and how to resolve them.

Question 2:

It might be better to have three tiers of Control areas, 1st where for instance a remote area would greatly benefit from more economic activity and STLs should be

encouraged. 2nd tier where STLs require planning consent or be deemed not required on a case by case basis. and 3rd tier where STLs have already caused

serious problems, and must obtain consent controlled by very strict and robust planning rules.

3  Please identify any issues with the proposed licensing order as set out in chapter 6, and how to resolve them.

Question 3:

Verification of compliance and suitability for an STL licence MUST require a thorough inspection by licencing officers, at least two in sensitive control areas.

Allowing applicants to submit photographs would be a gift to the unscrupulous and a ludicrous lack of understanding of how their minds work.

The success of all these type of licensing and planning regulations are totally dependant on robust ENFORCEMENT, and sadly it is our experience that in

Edinburgh at least, generally the enforcement of Planning regulations is woefully unfit for purpose.
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Evaluation

Please help us improve our consultations by answering the questions below. (Responses to the evaluation will not be published.)

Matrix 1 - How satisfied were you with this consultation?:

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

Please enter comments here.:

Matrix 1 - How would you rate your satisfaction with using this platform (Citizen Space) to respond to this consultation?:

Very satisfied

Please enter comments here.:
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